Abstract
Introduction
• create and manage metadata for spatial data files and for network services,
• harmonise spatial data sets according to the Directive,
• create interoperable network services.
Important part of implementation is also giving information on implementation to public. All basic information about implementation of data and services are available at geoportal COSMC 1 in czech and in english in a bookmark INSPIRE. Pages for themes Cadastral Parcels (CP), Addresses (AD) and Administrative Units (AU) have a special look and structure. It was designed for better intelligibility of data and services for users. From the geoportal, there is also possibility of downloading data and access network services. Data, services and informations are available on national INSPIRE geoportal 2 , administered by CENIA, Czech environmental agency. This geoportal should collect all datasets relevant to INSPIRE including services and metadata. Unfornutelly, at least in my opinion, it's used more like trash can for all data sets which contain some part of data even distantly similar to those relevant to INSPIRE.
Searching of data and series is mediated through INSPIRE Discovery services. Discovery services are searching in metadata, specifically in keyword elements. Every provider can write into keywords anything he wants. That could be, and is, a problem. For accesing all data and services managed by COSMC, either by Section of central database or by Surveying Office, I conclusively recommend using the geoportal COSMC.
Implementation
During implementation of INSPIRE themes Addresses and Administrative Units, datasets and services harmonised by Implementation rules of INSPIRE Directive were designed, developed and tested. Technical guidances for services and Data specifications were used during the implementation. Next step was making of metadata records. Metadata records serve as a description of data or services, not only human readible, but primarily computer readable.
I am personally engaged in a process of implementation since making of metadata records for data of the theme Cadastral Parcels. Themes Addresses and Administrative Units were implemented from the beggining to the very end with my participation. During implementation of themes Addresses and Administrative Units, metadata and data of the theme Cadastral Parcels were revised. This implementation took place in a few steps in the following order:
• analysis of Data specifications and Technical guidances INSPIRE,
• analysis of data in databases of COSMC,
• design of a data files structure,
• design of supported operations and planned limits for view and download services,
• creating of metadata records,
• testing and analysis of prepared data and services,
• revision of data files and services,
• revision of metadata,
• creating of promotional materials,
• publishing of data, services and metadata on the web http://services.cuzk.cz/,
• publishing of promotional materials on the web http://geoportal.cuzk.cz/.
In the future, Section of central database is going to continue in the implementation of INSPIRE Directive with the theme Buildings (BU). Concurrently with implementation of next INSPIRE theme, revisiones of already done themes are taking place in legislation. Revisions are based on experience and users feedback.
Data
Preparation of data is based on Data specifications on themes. Preparation of data is devided into three phases. In the first one, I have studied Data specifications on Addresses and Administrative Units. Second step was to analyse corresponding data in COSMC databases 3 . During the analysis it's necessary to decide which data from database are suitable to data structure according to the specification. For that purpose, I have made schemes of usage. In the third phase I have prepared sample file in GML 3.2.1 format. The sample file for each theme was sent to the firm Geovap, the developer of software Marushka ® , which mediates generating of predefined GML files according to sample file for each theme.
The basic dispensing unit is different for each theme. For the theme Cadastral Parcels, there is one predefined file for each cadastral zoning. Addresses have one file for each municipality and all data for the theme Administrative Units are distributed in only one file for the whole Med, M., Souček, P.: Development and testing of INSPIRE themes . . . 
Services
According to the INSPIRE Directive there is five types of services, which has to be provided for rightful implementation. These services shall be implemented:
• Discovery services -allow to search for data ad services according to keywords in metadata,
• View services -allow viewing data through Web Mapping Services in version 1.3.0,
• Download services -allow donwloading data through Web Feature Service in version 3.0 or through predefined GML files,
• Trensformation services -allow transformation of spatial data,
• Startup services -allow access for other types of services.
From the INSPIRE implementations point of view I was especially interested about implementation of download and view services, which allow direct access to the data. They contain information about structure of data available through Web Feature Service and about the usage of this service. There is one document for each theme at the following addresses:
• http://services.cuzk.cz/doc/inspire-ad-download.pdf -for Addresses,
• http://services.cuzk.cz/doc/inspire-au-download.pdf -for Administrative Units,
• http://services.cuzk.cz/doc/inspire-cp-download.pdf -for Parcels.
Besides on-line access to data there is also a possibility to get a data through predefined GML files as described before.
Metadata
Metadata harmonised to INSPIRE has to follow Technical guideline for metadata. 
What's next?
By publishing data, metadata and services, implementation of INSPIRE isn't done yet. We have found a lot of mistakes and comments during implementation and I believe that so did most of European developers and analysts working on implementation of INSPIRE. Thats a reason why Maintanatce and Implementation Group (MIG) and Pool of Experts were founded. Ing. Jiří Poláček, CSc. is MIG member and both authors of this article are members of Pool of Experts. Implementation of INSPIRE is moving from the opening phase into the maintanance phase.
Within improvement of INSPIRE data and services it's really important users' feedback and continual development of data" metadata and services. During my work on Addresses and Administrative Units I have revised metadata for Cadastral Parcels, which were published more than a year ago.
In the same time, interoperability of data and services between neighbour countries is going to be tested. Czech data and services are now tested together with Slovaks and cooperation with other neighbour states will follow.
